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CYBERNETICS 

[Following is the translation of an article 
by Yu. Shreyder in Bol'shaya Meditsinskaya 
Entsiklopediya» Vol. XII, Moscow, 1959» pa- 
ges ?49-766] 

CYBERNETICS (from the Greek kybernetiKe—the art of control) 

iß the science of the general laws governing control processes. The 

term C. was first used in its contemporary sense by the American sci- 

entist N. Wiener (19^8).  Proceeding from analysis of control proces- 

ses in living organisms and technological devices, Wiener made it hi: 

task to study the general characteristics of control systems» since 

the processes which unfold in such systems possess important feat 

in common in spite of th&ir highly diversified physical natures. 

The most varied types of control systems are used in technolo- 

gy; these include systems fox^the control of artillery fire, for auto 

matic control of the course of an aircraft (the automatic pilot), etc 

With the appearance of electronic computers, a host of complex con- 

trol-system designs based on the use of these machines has come into 

being. The Soviet Union's »avtomashinist» system, which controls tl; 

movement of an electric train, and a system for the control of aer- 

ial motion might be noted as examples. Of the control processes of 

the living organism which have been studied in recent years to a 



I 

greater or lesser degree, we may mention the mechanism that controls 

the transmission of hereditary characteristics from parents to the.,: 

children, the mechanisms controlling blood pressure, body t«mpera- 
t sat1»**} J 

tureXthe chemical composition of the tissue fluids.and many others. 
A. 

The most complex control processes are those related to the higher 

nervous activity of man and the animals« 

C. studies that which is common to all control processes with 

out replacing those sciences which are devotad to specific control 

systems (physiology, computer techniques, etc.). This makes it pos- 

sible to penetrate deeper into the dynamics of the complex processes 

describe them in exact terms, and effect simulation of the process*. 

with the aid of systems of a simpler nature. If the control proce* 

ie described in exact quantitative terms, in the form of a finite 

mathematical scheme containing a description of the information use. 

and the rules   by which it is processed, it becomes possible to c< 

struct an artificial system-a model-which operates on the same 

rules. Experimentation with the latter permits us to study the pe 
process 

culiarities of the contro^     in question. In a number of impo 

tent cases, simulation may be achieved successfully with the aid of 

so-called    general-purpose computers; here it must be     root 

bered that complete reproduction of all the properties of the proce 

being simulated is imppssible; it is important only that the model 

reflect the essential features of this process. This is what con- 

tutes the limitation of the simulationmethod. However, the same 



tor is also responsible for the extensive prospects envisaged forth© 

use of this method, which enables us to study real processes in diff- 

erent aspects» reproducing selected features. 

C. studies processes of control as objective, deiersi^te yx^ 

cesses taking place in 8 physical environment. Furthermore, the cy- 

bernetic approach     makes it possible in many cases to detect con- 

crete quantitative and qualitative relationships between various phe- 

nomena, thereby revealing the dialectic character of the dependences 

prevailing in Nature. The methodology cf C. is still in the process 

of development, However, it can already be affirmed that this methof 

©logy is essentially profoundly materialistic and based on the dialer 

tic unity of the various physical, chemical, and .   biological proc 

sea that occur in Nature, and that common laws are 

inherent in qualitatively diverse forms of motion. C. reveals one 

of these most important laws, which consists in the fact that in maß? 

esses (and perhaps always), the existence and evolution of highly-or 

anised material forms is related to the presence of control proce 

possessing certain common properties. 

The features coms.cn to control processes consist in the folio- 

ing.  £ach control system includes an object of control and a contro 

apparatus.  Receiving information on the state of the object and on 

external influences acting upon it, the latter converts it into infl- 

ation which provides for the necessary action upon the object, ther 

determining its correct behavior. Thus each control ayetem coasis: 
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of a controlling device (controlling organ)» a controlled object, 

and channels along which information (a succession of physical sig- 

nals which are stored, transmitted, and modified by the appropriate 

organs or devices) circulates. 

The automation of the work of a sheet-rolling mill will serve 

as a graphic example of a technological control process: in this case 

&  computer, receiving information on the incoming blank and the qual- 

ity of the finished   product, controls the velocity of rotation of 

the mill's rolls with the object of obtaining a rolled product of the 

highest quality. Due to such automation, it has become possible to 

reduce the tolerances in the thickness of the rolled sheet by a factor 

of 6. 

The development of the conditioned reflex is also an illust: 

tic« of a complex, specific control process. 

In spite of the varied nature of the information in different 

control systems, general methods have been successfully worked out 

for their quantitative evaluation. Laws of a    general nature alsc 

appear in the structure of the paths along which information circulate 

in various control systems. The concept of feedback, which is famil- 

iar to radio engineering and automatic control, also occupies an impo, 

taut position in C In the example discussed above, this concept has 

the following significance. In controlling the rolling mill, the con- 

trol apparatus may receive information pertaining to the thickness 

of the rolled sheet. If this information indicates that the rolled 
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product is of poor quality, the control apparatus will itself work 

out a set of conditions according to which the tension between the 

cages of the mill will be changed. 

In the above example, the control process makes use not only 

of information on the external factors, but also of information per- 

taining to the results of the object's performance of 

the specified operation. It is this second path of information trans- 

mission which is referred to as feedback. Iß this case, the feedbac 

consists in the fact that the use of information on the quality of 

performance of part of the process makes it possible   for the con- 

trol apparatus to react more flexibly to a multitude of external fac- 

tors (the type of metal, the temperature of the blank, etc.). 
•-„they   principle  j 

That   to which we now refer as^feedback" wasTirs^noted in 

physiology by I. M. Sechenov (q. v.), I. F. Tsion, and Ch. Sherring- 

ton. In the '30s, P/K. Anokhin (q, v.) called attention to the im- 

portant role played by    return afferentation in higher nervous ac 

tivlty, thereby Indicating the vital significance of feedback in the 

conditioned-reflex act: the biological value of the conditioned re- 

flex is directly    related to the possibility of its modification 

upon reception by the brain of information pertaining to the result 

of the reflex action» 
yTeedback/ 

Control systems may have    man»*?«?!« (channels) along whic 
(^by^^^th^objecty» 

information is transmitted on the quality of performance^ some p* 

of the specified   activity. Negative feedback appears when aapli 



fixation of the      control    device's action on the object of 

control corresponds to an oppositely-directed action of the object 

the controlling organ, The presence of negative feedback is a requi- 

site for the maintenance of any system in Etable equilibrium. The 
significance 

physical     of this effect consists in the following: an increase 

in the controlled quantity above a certain limit results in   action 
on the    part) 
(of~the conEfoITtng organ to reduce this quantity. 

The reduction of the controlled quantity produces an opposite reac- 

tion on the part of the controlling unit. Positive feedback consists 

in an effect in which information as to an increase in the controlled 

quantity, arriving at the controlling organ, stimulates it to a reac- 

tion which leads to a further increase in the controlled quantity. 

In the act of urination,for example, the pressure within the urinary 

bladder not only does not    decline as it is evacuated, but even in- 

creases slightly toward the end of the process to assure complete evax 

nation.  Indeed, a whole system of feedback loops may be detected i* 

every real biological process—just as in many technological contro. 

processes—instead of a      single feedback.  In particular, detail 

study of the physiology of    urination would necessitate study of 

complex feedback loops from the cortex of the cerebral hemispheres. 

In C,, general methods are developed for quantitative character 

ization of the information circulating in control systems. The quant 

tative evaluation offthe information is based on the mathematical inf 

mation theory worked out by C. E. Shannon, A. Ya, Khinchin, A. N. ¥,c. 



mogorov, and others. It is found'that' any information may be 
a 

recorded (coded) in the form ofysuccession of «yes» and »'no" signal, 

• usta.a3.ly in the arbitrary for® of unite aud zeros. This means that 

the transmission of information may proceed as the transmission of 

a kind of      "questionnaire" in each coluaa of which is recor- 

ded only the    word »yes« or the word   »no». The minimal num- 

ber of columns in such a questionnaire   that assures the transmiss- 

ion of the necessary information is a measure of the quantity of in- 

formation* Shu» the information is measured in     terms of the 

number of »yes» and ^no^i^BT^ees&r^  for its transmission. 

Since the digite "0" and '•1*' are used to denote numbers in the so- 

called binary system of numeration, the quantity   of informatics", i 

determined by the number of binary places necessary for its transmit 

ion. 

The problem of methods of presenting, or coding, information 

is of great importance. The information may,be recorded in the font 

of a series of signals which assume only one of two values (e.g., 

»aero» and "unity", "yes" and »'no», »on» and »off«). Storage of in- 

formation may be provided for by a complement of elementary cells 

capable of assuming two stable states. This property of information 

ie widely used in electronic computing machines, where the    info* 

atlon is stored in special memory devices built up from elementary 

cells. Such a cell may be formed, for example, by a switch which 

can be in either a closed or ope* position. This switch may be re 

„. i»ed with the aid of an electron-tube or transistor circuit-the s 



called trigger« Electron-beam tubes, tape recorders» and ferrite 

cells are also used as storage devices. In the "operative memory" 

of a modern computer it is possible to store   k  x 10 aeros and 

units (or "yes" and "no" signals). 

The human brain, which consists of approximately iJi  to 1.6 * 

10  neurons, can store a much larger quantity of information than 

the raoet highly perfected computing machine. 

A second important characteristic of control systems is the 

method used to process the information. A peculiar property of con- 

trol Systems is their specificness, i.e., their capacity to react si. 

ilarly to identical conditions in the external environment. Thus when 

all the experimental conditions are duplicated, 

a ■ conditioned reflex developed by an animal may be repeated many 

times.  This means that    every control system has its own definite 

rules according to which information concerning the ex- 

ternal environment and the behavior of the system itself 

is processed and the controlling response developed. A set of such in- 

formation-processing rules is called an algorithm.  These 

rules Eiay be recorded in symbolic form to produce a mathematical de- 

scription of the algorithm. 

Such rules can far from invariably be detected for complex biolc 

gical processes, but C. points the way to them in its     # abi- 

lity to describe any control process. The search for algorithms in rx 

cordance with which control systems should operate plays an import; 



role in the creatlcm of technological control systems. In biology, 

description of control algorithms will permit the   discovery of 

the properties of the biological process in question. 

It has bees possible with the aid of electronic computers to 

achieve translation from one language to another (e.g., from English 

to Russian). This achievement came as a result of the determination 

arid description of algorithms whichj^ '     not only to look up the 

words which have the same sense in the two languages» but also to de- 

termine the grammatical category of each work, analyze its : 

context and select the most appropriate word from a group of 

synonyms, and then assemble all the words In the grammatical order pec- 

liar to the language into which the text is being translated. 

The fact that the control system functions according to algo- 

rithms which characterize its reactions under various external condit- 

ions guarantees stable behavior of this system under various types of 

disturbing influences from without. The continuous exchange of inform- 

ation with the environment and the maintenance of the controlled sys- 

tem in a definite state characterize the so-called organization of the 

system, i.e., its stability with respect to external disturbances» wh.i: 

had previously been regarded as peculiar to living organisms» The pre- 

sence of such organization in a system contradicts    classical ther- 

modynamics» and specifically the second law of thermodynamics, which i; 

sometimes called the principle of increasing entropy. The effect of 

this law, which characterises the direction of theraodynamic processes 
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consistsj roughly speaking» in a statement to the effect that equal» 

iaation of temperature and decay of complex structure (its approach 

to the level of organization of the surrounding medium) should occur 
in the course of time, 

everywhere* It follows frora this that/any closed system arrives at 

a state of thermal equilibrium characterized by identical tempera- 

tures of all its component parts and the absence of organization. 

In this sense, the existence of living organisms is in contradic- 

tion to the principle of increasing  . entropy, since living organise 

are characterized by stability of organisation and, in particular, I; 

constancy of body temperature (in the warm-blooded   forms).  A cer- 

tain degree of thermodynamic reversibility is observed in the living 

organism, i.e., it maintains its temperature and other physical para- 

meters on a certain constant level other than the level of the sur- 

rounding medium. From the point of view of C., the reduction of the 

organism's entropy might be explained as due to the larger quantity c 

information used by the organisnkn numerous control process 

es;   this is what makes the homeostatic properties of the organism 

possible, The use of information for control purposes apparently lie 

at the base of the functioning of systems with degrees of organizatic 

higher than those of the surrounding medium.  Thus the cybernetic 

proach makes it possible to account for the existence of highly-orga. 

ifced systems in materialistic terras, without appeals to some sort of 

special extraraaterial properties of the living organism. 

It bv no meens follows from the above that we should conclude 
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that the control processes in living and nonliving mechanisms are id- 

entical. We have already made reference to the important difference 

in the quantities of information used in living organisms and comput- 

ing machines, which represent the most highly evolved creation of sci- 

entific-technical thought at the present time. However, the difference 

between the control processes in the living organism and even the 

most complex and up-to-date cybernetic devices 

is not only quantitative, but qualitative as well. It is evident that 

the algorithms according to which  living organisms function possess 

a number of complex, properties which differ qualitatively from thor 

known to technology at the present time. This qualitative uniquene; 

of the control processes in the living organism stems from the peculie 

ities of a new material substrate (living matter is formed of' proteie 

substances and from . its development, in the 

cousse of evolution, into an organic universe of highly organized be- 

ings. 

An objection is frequently raised against the cybernetic appro; 

in biology to the effect that cybernetics places an "equals" sign, so 

to speak» between the living and the nonliving and, in particular, as- 
only 

cribes to the computer qualities which are inherent in the activity o: 

living organisms. This objection is the result of the vulgarization •; 

C. and the attempt to present   it as some sort of supersedence whic; 

supplants all others.  In actual fact, C. studies only that aspect o" 

biological phenomena related to the processes of control of functions 
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which are in many respects analogous to the control processes stud- 

ied in matherraatics and technology. Here the question as to which 

laws of control processes are inherent only to living matter can be 

raised scientifically on the basis of study of the features 

common to living and nonliving mechanisms. This state of affairs 

is similar in many respects to one which has arisen in protein chem- 

istry: only systematic study of the chemistry of the protein corn«» 

pounds makes it possible to reveal the specific properties of living 

matter. 

Macro- and micro approaches are distinguished in*study of con- 

trol systems. From  the standpoint of the macro approach, the control 

system is something integral with a structure unknown in advance; on- 

ly the external behavior of. this system/"from the  . nature of thif- 

we may judge of the complexity of the system* the volume of informa 

tion used in it and the level of processing of the latter, i.e., the 

complexity of the algorithm. The micro approach proposes to study 

the elements of which the control system is composed, their interre- 

lationships, the possibility of constructing a control system from 

these elements. From the standpoint of the micro ap- 

proach, one of the differences between the control systems of biology 

and those of technology consists in the presentation of the energy 

soureeeflin the '       technological control   systems as separate, 

independent components; it is for this reason that the problem of 

the energetic characteristics of the system plays an insignificant 
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role in the planning of complex control systems in technology. In 

contrast to this, the sources of energy in biology are included in 

the cell itself, and their control is an essential and 

inseparable part of the control processes. 

The problem of the reliability of the    separate elements of 

' control systems   occupies an important position. The attain- 

ment of reliable,   , breakdown-free operation of computing machines 

is one of the most complex problems of technology, since it is diffi- 

cult to guarantee the simultaneous operation, without      aaalfunc- 

' tioning, of the thousands of electron tubes     used in every sv 

machine. In living organises, to which high functional reliability 

is inherent, there are far larger numbers of structural units (cells) 

It is clear that special mechanisms have been developed in living or- 

ganisms to provide for such reliability. Therefore the question as 
yrealiy^ 

to how the organiSm^achieves such perfect performance is of 

particular interest. Improvement in the reliability of a system is 

attained by two methods in technologyJ duplication in time or in 

©pace. In other wor&s, in order to obtain a reliable answer in the 
j^eittier^ 

solution of a problem, this solution muatJJTrepeated more than once 

or the problem solved on several similar devices. Highly reliable 

operation of the whole may be obtained by such duplication even when 

the separate elements are relatively unreliable. 

Something similar—if not always in mechanists, then at least 

phenomenologically—apparently occurs in living organisms as well. 
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Thus» experiments on the development by rats of.habit consisting in 

traversal of a mase with the purpose of reaching bait are quite fe- 

liar. Upon removal of various areas of the cerebral cortex from i 

animals, the developed habit first vanishes,     but is later re- 

stored; here the chances that the habit can be restored depends ba- 

sically on the size of the extirpated area.  It 

follows from this that due to the exceptionally high adaptability of 

the nerve centers, they are capable, under certain     conditions 

(involving signals of a new type) of "relearning" and thus supplant- 

ing one another through theforraation of new compensating mechanisms 

and paths of communication.  It appears that euch 

loterchangeability   is also achieved in other biological control me 

anisms as well. 

The application of C.    in a number of biological and 

siediaal fields has already enabled us to      achieve certain prac- 

tically useful results or shown promise of such results in the 

future« 

A number of projects devoted to . simulation of the biologic 

al activity of the heart have recently been reported. Investiga 

tions of the laws governing the heartbeat have resulted in a descrip- 

tion of the mechanism which controls the contraction of the muscles o 

the heart. This has made it possible to create electronic 

analogues capable of simulating the bioelectrical processes which tt, 

place in the heart in normal and pathological states. By inducing 
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various disturbances in the operation of this electronic analogue, it 

has been found possible to reproduce artificially the electrocardio- 

grams of diseased hearts       suffering from     various fcr-ms ; 

disorder« This makes it possible to guide the physician. %Q  ^ 

opinion as to which types of heart-activity disturbance   may corres- 

pond to a given clinical picture, i.e.» facilitates .   his arrival at 

a diagnosis. 

In this connection, the possibility has been considered in the 

literature of constructing an electronic'computer which assists in the 

diagnosis of illness on the basis of a number of        symptoms 

tained as a result of medic«! examination and analyses. Such a di&t 

ostic machine should store information on the characteristics of vari- 

ous illnesses with the symptoms of each of thea.  After coded informa- 

tion on the combination of symptoms of illness exhibited by a given p.. 

tient has been fed into the machine, the computer would perform a 

large number of comparisons and select one or more illnesses (indica- 

ting the degree of probability of each of them) which come closer to 

corresponding to the given set of symptoms. The quantity of informa- 
tive data of 

tios. necessary for logical analysis of       mediaal examination am. 

laboratory tests is within the limits of capability of modem comput- 

ing machines. 

One of the most important directions taken by cybernetic appli- 

cations in medicine is the development of working prosthetics.  The 

concept of     working prostheticsconsists in the formation of new 
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chains of transmission of information to replace chains used in the 
control/ 

(mechanism of an extremity before its amputation,    The moti 
A. 

of an arm or a leg is usually controlled ön the basis of informativ, 

obtained fror« proprioceptors, which circulates along a feedback chan- 

nel. When the activity of these receptors is disrupted, feedback is 

achieved   with the aid of visual information. in ta- 

bes dorsslis, for example, an individual is incapable of performing 
ii.... .IU..II  i »-.11111 - r-ii -T--   

adjusting movements or retaining a vertical position with his eyes 

closed. This is due to the absence of compensating        transmis- 

sion from the proprioceptors. 

K. A. Bernshteyu (q.v.) and, soon afterward» N. Wiener advancer 

the idea of designing prosthetics which made it possible to form new 

feedback loops by the use of information arriving at the receptors in 

the stump. After appropriate training, the necessary information- 

transfer circuits form in the patient's nervous system and condi. 

tioned-»: . reflex       motions which permit proper cor/™ 

of the prosthetic are developed.  In this case, the motion of the p, 

thetic is produced by the mechanical exertions of the stump,as usual. 

A new method of working prosthesis in which the prosthetic is 

controlled .     . by means of the biocurrents has been developed in 

the Soviet Union (V. S. Gurfinkel* et al.). A working experimental 

prosthetic wrist ("mechanical hand") has been constructed on this pri 

ciple. Sensitive pickups which register the biocurrents of the ner% 

ends of the arm transmit the appropriate information to a motor whic) 
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sets the prosthetic into motion,, With sufficient practice, a man 

can learn to produce the necessary movements with his prosthetic. 

In this case» the role of the feedback loop is taken by the chan- 

nel along which visual information is received. Control of pros^ 

thetics by this principle is highly promising« since the biocurrents 

can be used to transmit a large quantity of information: the' sen- 

sors can react to the voltage and frequency values of the biocurr- 

ents and their other parameters. The principle of biocurrent con- 

trol ssay have great prospects in the remote control of «an~ 

ipulators of various types, e.g., in working with radioactive mater- 

ials, etc. An important problem of prosthetics is the functional 

storation of sensory organs and, in particular, the creation of appa- 

ratus with which the blind can read printed texts. Such a device 

could      translate printed letters into letters of the Braille 

alphabet, which the blind individual would perceive by touch, into a 

conventional eound code, and    later even into actual audible 

speech« The reading process is based on counting the number of inter- 

sections of a reading beam with the contour of the letter. In run- 

ning over the individual letters, the reading beam crosses their con- 

tours at different instants, and also different numbers of tissues. 

Each intersection with the coutoru is registered by a photoelectric 

cell and converted into an electrical pulse. lJhe basic difficulty in 

the construction of such an apparatus consists in the need for adapt« 

ability to       type faces which differ in size and design. The 
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apparatus must determine what is common to the various^orms in which 

a given letter is written—i.e., that which is common to 

sequences of electrical pulses arriving from   like letters 

printed, in different styles.. For this purpose, the    beam ah 

Id scan only the areas on which ths individual letters are printed, 

i.e., it should first autonatically determine the size of the letter. 

The circuitry of each an scparatus was worked out is 19^? by W. Mac- 

Culloch. The device received signals from photoelectric calls which 

sensed ■ a reflected beam of light scanning an entire 

text in sequence, letter after letter. The resulting sequences of 

electrical pulses were converted and approximated to a certain stand- 

ard for« which did not depend on    style.  This has led a number of 

physiologists to the concept of such a mechanism in the visual re- 

gion of the cerebral cortex, since a human, on receiving various ligk 

signals which depend en the type face or handwriting In which the com- 

munication is couched, senses them in the process of vieual perceptios 

as equivalent ideograms. 

This problem is also important for the automatic input of 

printed matter for translation from a for- 

eign language and various documents for financial accounting into elec 

ironic computers.  The even more difficult problem of automatic read." 

of texts written by hand with special magnetic inks on special forms 

has already been solved in principle» Here it is important only thai 

the letters and digits occupy definite positions with reference to t': 
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lines marked on the form« The introduction of information into com- 

puters will be significantly simplified with the final solution of 

this problem, and It will also become possible       for the blind 

to read not only printed texts   but handwritten manuscript as well« 

Study of the■information potential of the various receptors 

is discovering much that is promising. Thus, for exaaple, it is knowr 

that. sight is ranked first 

asiong  the in- 

ternal receptors in volume of information sensed,    touch second, 
^^dif1§Jjging made in the Soviet 

hearing third, and thereafter smell and tasted Union of the inforraa- 
A 

tion characteristics of color vision is of direct significance 

for the proper calculation of the transmission capacities of COSHT, 

unications channels for color television« 

Research into the control processes involved in the transmiss- 

ion of hereditary characteristics from parents to their offspring and 

the development of the new organism is 'ijsportant. According to the 

chromosome theory of heredity (q.v.), the chromosome complement of th. 

zygote contains inheritance information "recorded" in the form of a 

chemical code determined by the chemical structure of DNA (see Desoxy- 

ribonucleic acid) molecules. 'Jhe presence of definite information at 

a given locus on the chromosome corresponds to the presence of one of 

four possible radicals at a definite point on the . DNA 

ecule» This information is subsequently receded    into      in- 

formation that determines the development of the cell. A theory ex- 
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ists according to which the DNA molecules serve as catalysts in the 

synthesis of ribonucleic acid (RNA) moleuules, thereby determining 

the structure of the latter's radicals»  The HNA molecules in turn 

emerge as catalysts in the synthesis of protein molecules.  Repro- 

duction of the information "recorded" in the chromosomes takes place 

daring cell division. Great progress has been made in recant years 

in clarifying the physical nature of the carriers of inheritance in- 

formation. 

According to preliminary estimates by certain authors, the 

volume of information in the chromosome is extremely large: 

it would be equivalent to ICr binary places. Information-transmittal 

processes related to the development of the organism's various cells 

have not been studied as thoroughly. It has been possible in experi- 

ments with araoebas to establish the existence of feedback paths betw- 

een the nucleus and the protoplasm; these paths play a decisive rol 

in    establishing the tempo of the amoeba's division, i.e., the nun- 
divisions it undergoes 

ber of per unit     time. The opinion has been ex- 

pressed in the literature that the formation of    malignant turnore 

is due to a disturbance of the processes controlling the exchange of 

materials in the cells; as more factual material accumulates » the cy- 

bernetic approach may be found promising even in studies of disturb- 

ances of the normal growth of cells. 

Much       may be expected of the use of various types of oc- 

troi devices in surgery, since the surgeon must obtain the most cotapi. 
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information possible on the condition of the patient during the oper- 

ation. Operating rooms are already equipped with complicated appara- 

tus which makes it possible to follow the condition of the patient,« 

The  number of such apparatuses arid instruments will increase still 

further in the future, and special installations will be required to 

interpret electrocardiograms, electroencephalograms! graphic or dir 

tai    characteristics of respiration, blood pressure, temperature,. 

etc. Automatic processing of this extensive body of information will 

enable the surgeon to arrive.at the necessary decisions quickly* The 

idea of using automatic devices to control artificial respiration must 

be     recognised as        worthwhile (particularly in ga,s anes- 

thesia, where a special computer can foe used to maintain a specified 

depth of narcosis).  Control of the devices that meter the particu- 

lar gaseous mixture into the lungs may be accomplished by using the 

appropriate devices to process data on the partial pressure of the car 

bon dioxide in the expired and alveolar air or on    biocurrents 

arising in the central nervous system» Here the basic difficulty con- 

sists in  proper interpretation of the information obtained and the 
^control / 

the finding of^aSgorithme for the operation of the apparatus applying 

the artificial respiration. 

As we have already noted, the processes of higher nervous ac 

ivity in man are among the most complicated control processes,  A nurfi- 

ber of papers have recently appeared in which the authors regard psy- 

chic derangements as disturbances of certain control processes. Thu 
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for example, W. HOBS Aehby makes an attempt to ascertain which types 

of control-process disturbance correspond to various 
(8re_^ 

kinds of psychic illness. Psychic derangementsAueually    function- 

al in nature, and are frequently not accompanied by detectible sioi 

logical changes in the cerebral cortex. Functional disorders of var- 

ious kinds are also observed in the operation of complex computing ma- 

chines—particularly in the case of defects in the circulation of in- 

formation—due to the loss of individual pulses, disturbance of the 

«synchronization of the various units, etc. This analogy led Ashby to 

a number of hypotheses pertaining to the mechanism of the functional 

disorders governing the symptoms of certain psychic illnesses. It ie 

to be noted that hypotheses of this kind require serious attempts at 

confirmation. At the present time, we can speak only of first steps 

in this direction, from which we should not expect immediate results 

which can be used in the clinic. 

Study of the processes of higher nervous activity presents one 

of the most difficult problems of physiology. The conditioned-reflex 

doctrine created by I. P. Pavlov has served as a basis for object!« 

investigation of these processes. Pavlov hdmself wrote of the inev. 

ability of recourse to mathematical analysis of the laws governing cox 

ditioned-reflex activity in the futhre development of the science: 

»Each animate organism is a complex individualized system whose inte, 

mal forces  . maintain equilibrium with the external forces of the * 

vironmsnt every moment of its existence as such ... A time its com! 
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however remote  it may be, when mathematical analysis» proceeding from 

natural-scientific analysis, will embrace      .      all these e- 

quiiihriations with grand formulas of equations, including in fches, 

finally, even itself.» jjt. P. Pavlov, Bvadtsatiletnyy opyt ob"yektiv- 

.BOgo izueheniya vysehey nervnoy deyatel'noeti (Twenty years« experi- 

the 
ence  in study of higher nervous activity) » Moscow/Leningrad, 1938» 

page 123]« The mathematical apparatus needed for this in the light 

of the present development of       science consists in 

description of the algorithms; lying at the roots of the processes of 

higher nervous activity. Reports already exist which 

fu.rn.ish quantitative descriptions of the laws observed in the develop- 

ment of conditioned reflexes. Thus it has been found possible to ?*■-. 

iisate the quantity of information- arriving fro® new stimuli arid use 

an animal by .attaehasent ■ to a '     ■ previously-formed chai; 

of conditioned reflexes.  Specifically, it has been established that 

animals rely in each experiment not only OR the information which ®r> 

©es in '   . the particular experiments     but also on their previous 

experience and on their inborn      , instincts. 

there exist »any papers devoted to the so-called mathematical 

theory of learning , On the basis of certain hypotheses pertaining 
s® 8, 

to the dynamics of habit formation, the authors construct^ffiatheaiatic- 

al theory of  learning based on the assumption that an animal may 

carry out different activities with different probabilities under th* 

conditions of an experiment» When a. definite habit has been develops 
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in the animal, the probability of one of the possible courses of act- 

ion is close to unity» while the probability of the remaining activi- 

ties is close to aero.  Thus a single definite action will practice' 

ly always be performed, The process of habit formation consists pre- 

cisely in the increasing probability of a single defined action from 

experiment to experiment until it approaches unity. The mathematir 

theory of .learning,  which enables us to describe the dynamics oi 

habit formation, is a phenomenological theory, i.e., it does    not 

propose to analyze the nature of the internal linkages which arise in 

the process in the cerebral cortex.  In spite of this, the above the- 

ory has merit in that it develops a certain quantitative method which 

describes the process of habit formation. This theory has been succ- 

essfully applied to description of the behavior of an animal under var 

ying external conditions; it has made it possible to evaluate the com- 

plexity of the mechanisms which regulate the development of various 

habits. 

Simulation of isolated acts of behavior    inherent to animalf, 

with the aid of mechanisms is of   ..... definite interest. We know o 

attempts to create woxicing models which reproduce manifestations of 11 

ving creatures under various external conditions. Thus "bug" and "mot; 

models which mimic elementary tropisms have been constructed.  The 

"bug" raodel moved .    in the direction away from a light source, 

and the "moth" model moved toward it. Models referred to as "turtles' 

could circumvent obstacles'as they moved; with these, it was pcsfiihlr 
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to obtain phenomena simulating the simplest conditioned reflexes by 

combining a whistle with the obstacle: the "turtle" would stop at <? 

single blast on the whistle.  A "mouse'* model created by C. E» She; 

non has also been reported; this learned to find ine 

correct path through a .   tsa.se after one    test» This model in- 

dicates that a whole series of siasple behavioral acts may be repro- 

duced by mechanisms (but, of course, only purely phenoasejiolegieally).- 

Simulation of other types has been accomplished apart from working 

models« Ashby developed a model of the so-called homeostat. 

This model has the ability to "find" a stable condition when various 

external stimuli act upon it» Aehby's homeostat consists of several, 

sections linked by a comply system of feedback paths, Random dis- 

turbances acting on the homeostat throw it out of its equilibrium con- 

ditioa. Thereupon the homeostat »'searches» for a new stable condition 

examining a large number of different     states la. the process. 

The functioning principle of the homeostat is similar to the principle 

by which living organisms secure stabi 

states. However, comparison of the     functional principles of th, 

homeostat and the brain indicates that much more complex algorithms 

lie at the basis of the brain's operation,, This becomes evident in 

the fact that the homeostat passes through a very large mxmberof 

intermediate' states before finding a, new stable state» and cannot 

make use of its "past experience" (the reproducible nature of the di 

turbing influences) to shorten the time spent in the search,  la cor. 
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traet to this, animals generally use the past experience related to 

the formation of their complex habits. 

A process which   simulates the development of a conditioned 

refie« has been realized with electronic computers. First the mach- 

ine printed digits in an arbitrary sequence, and then    "learned" 

to isolate one of them if  . a "consent" signal was fed to the machine 

on each appearance of this     digit. After delivery of this sig- 

nal was.stopped, i.e., "the reflex was not sustained", the machine 

again began to print all digits at random. The external features of 

the process of    conditioned-reflex development are reproduced nice 

ly in this       form of simulation.  Study of such models permits 

deeper understanding of the various aspects of this process, the link 

ages which are probably established in it, and the nature of the i 

ation used.  It is important in simulation that it 
the 

be  perfectly clear which properties of ^reflex activity are not re- 

flected by the model. This indicates at once which aspects of the re- 

flex activity have not been sufficiently studied.  In particular, att 

empts to simulate the so-called protective inhibition encounter gree 

difficulty. 

Analysis of the behavior of living organisms indicate that the 

algorithms at the basis of their behavior are immeasurably more cc  . 

plex     than the algorithms built into the simplest models.  A live 

mouse, for example, solves the problem of exploration of 

maze by a method totally different from that employed in the mechani, 
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cal mouse model» Mot possessing specific adaptations to a given spe- 

cific problem, «us is the case with the mechanical.mouse, the living 

mouse uses a much larger volume of information on the   masse; as a 

result, its behavior is incomparably more plastic and, in the final 

analysis» more efficient. Experiments on live mice and rate have In- 

dicated « for one thing* that the process of habit formation raay be 

provisionally divided into three stages. The first stage iß one of 

«selection of the information needed for formation of the habit; this 

stage is characterized by random exploration. The second stage sees 

the selected information used in the process of habit formation; 

this part is characterized by purposive exploration with systematic 

reduction of the number of errors   in each        test» The 

third stage is the formation of the habit and the solution of the pro- 

blem of search with a minimal number of errors which depends on the 

individual properties of the experimental animal involved, In the 

formation of   conditioned-reflex chains consisting in the develop- 

ment by the animal of a sequence of actions related to definite condit 

ed stimuli, it      becomes evident that the rat or mouse does not 

. mechanically try all possible combinations of the action» 

as would an animal not possessing ■ **? 

ienee to begin with. On the contrary, the animal uses its previous 

experience to the maxim««; it employs finished reflex chains which 

were formed       under other conditions.  Many! experiments have 

shown the development of reflex, chains in which the us* 
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of a preceding link is the conditioned stimulus for the subsequent 

link« By progressive cultivation of Buch links 

in the animal, we develop a sequence of acts culminating in an uncon- 

ditioned sustaining stimulus.  Here it is found that if certain liiv- 

were developed earlier for other defenses, they are very quickly re- 

stored and used as finished component parts in the newly-developed 

sequence of reflexes. Thus, for example, in the development of a 

chain  . of    reflexes related to nutrition, the animal uses pre» 

vioulsy completed reflex chains developed for the removal of unpleas- 

ant stimuli. Maximum utilisation of previous experience^the presenc 

of various complex associations are characteristic of the algorithms 

of higher nervous activity in animals and arian» 

The creation of electronic computers which "remember" a large 

volume of information and perform tens and hundreds of thousands of 

arithmetical operations per second has enabled us to simulate v&ri 

algorithms, including some that were  L hitherto regarded ae the e 

elusive property of the human brain. Thus it has been possible to 

effect machine translation from one language into another.  Admitted- 

ly» this method is suitable only for the translation of specialized 
batteries 

texts in which the large        of words and nuances found in belle 

lettres are not required.  Nevertheless, the creation of automatic- 

translation techniques has provided testimony to the considerable pi 

gress made      in the study of complex algorithms. 

Attempts to apply computers for t&e reproduction of other pre 
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cesses formerly considered to be doubly creative and conferred only 

upon man are described in the literature. Thus, the "Calliope" com- 
compositions" 

puter constructed by French scientists   writes "lit&rary^' 

consisting of phrases related by associations. True, these 
f ''a omposit ions *- 

in prose and verse   have no artistic value 
A' 

whatsoever in view of their lack of common sense. Attempts to use 

computing machines to  create    musical compositions are eve» more 

interesting. Electronic machines have been ffis.de to orchestrate com- 

positions        according to definite rales. The machine finish- 

es its orchestration of a simple composition in a. few minutes, while 
alsr 

a specialist requires      three days for the same job. It has^ 

found possible to use the machine to compose Melodies. For this pur 

pose the Computer selects a random sequence of notes, taking into ac- 

count the probability of the use of various sound combinations in a 

musical composition. In this process, the machine 

each time 
seieets^nly those notes which conform to definite rules. These rule.* 

were derived as a result of analysis of about one hundred popular 

songs? their structure was not    highly varies, and such random se- 

lection, .  when restricted   according to certain rules, can produc 

a large number of melodiee in no way       worse than the initial 

saffiples» 

Attempts to automate such processes invariably necessitate ela' 

oration or exact description of algorithms? ,this constitutes a much m 

difficult problem than the 'application of the computers for their- re- 
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alization. In those cases in which the control algorithm can be ät 

scribed mathematically, it can usually be carried out by a machine as 

well. Thus work toward the creation of algorithms for automatic tram 

has 
lationxled to emergence of   a new branch of science—mathematical 

linguistics, which is already making a noteworthy contribution to 

contemporary language      science.  It is difficult to .say at the 

present time which functions the machine can perform and which it can- 

not, The potential of the human being is immeasurably larger than 

that of even the most accomplished of contemporary comput- 

ing machines.  It can only be assumed     that as man       comes 

to understand the complex algorithms underlying the biological proces- 

ses» possibilities will appear for the simulation of these algorithm* 

with the aid. of computers. 

The rapid   tempo of the development of the technical means 

of cybernetics—the phenomenal growth of the production of semicon- 

ductor devices, miniature radio components, the   creation of eleo. 

ents that operate on new physical principles—all this is making cy- 

bernetic apparatus cheaper, easier to handle, and more reliable, and 

with the further development of science and technology will contrib- 

ute to the penetration of these machines into medicine and    bio- 

logy.  It remains only to be stressed that the computing machine can 

be used efficiently where high operating speed and the an- 

alysis of large volumes of information are required. Man, however, 

still possesses a tremendous advantage over the machine in the so- 
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lution of those control problems in which the vi- 

tal experience of man, enriched by the scientific and social exper- 

ience of humanity,  ' plays a major role. 

One of the noteworthy properties of C. consists in the possi- 

bility of studying the problems of biology and technology fro:'. 

a single quantitative standpoint; this makes it possible, on the one 

hand, to perfect technology by transferring a number of func- 

tions formerly peculiar to man to the machine for execution, an- 
on the other1) 
(to study the properties of life by creating models which simulate cer 

tain properties of living organisms. This opens the possibility of 

converting biology and the cognate branches of science==one of which 
an 

is medicine—into*exact science.  A Scientific Council on C., compose; 

of representatives of the various sciences , including biology and me- 

dicine, was recently created by the Presidium of the Academy of Sci- 

ences of the USSR.  (See also J^^siolojjg;). 
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